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Eleventh Annual

Art Tales
A Writing Contest
Inspired by Art

The City of Ventura is pleased to sponsor a creative contest for
local writers. The competition invites writers to submit an original
short story or poem that was inspired by one of the Municipal Art
Collection works of art permanently on exhibit at Ventura City Hall.
Each piece, in this year’s assortment of artwork, challenges
the viewer to puzzle over the work’s meaning and provides an
excellent opportunity for students and adults alike to exhibit
their written skills while learning about viewing works of art. This
contest is a call for imaginative and inventive people to provide us
with their unique interpretation.
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First Place: Youth Poetry

The Scroll Without a Message
by E. K. Baer, age 11
It feels as if
Almost out of the blue,
I am standing somewhere in Siberia,
Or perhaps on the tippy-top border of Alaska…
I dare say the air on my skin is like that of the Arctic…
Or so I imagine, as I have never been there before.
Needless to say, I am cold,
Finally face to face with this fateful scroll.
And I am waiting For the scroll to speak to me…
To deliver its message.
In appearance, this is the simplest of scrolls:
It is crafted out of copper,
Suspended from a knotted maritime rope,
Resolutely plastered upon oiled fabric.
What do you have to say, scroll?
And why won’t you tell me?
I feel as if I am mad
With my inability to uncover your Message…
I stand here in the humblest of forms
Awaiting you to grace me with your words…
My frozen fingers scale your metallic surface,
Searching for a delicate engraving,
Ingeniously designed by someone I will never meet.
And behold: I find none...
The disappointment overcomes me
And I sink to my knees
Asking why, Oh why,
Have I gone to such lengths to find a scroll
Without a message?
I am lost, and I cannot be found...
Who would look for me?
Is there anything worth searching for?

2

I feel that I am not even on brethren Earth
Which I so took for granted...
Yes, yes you are lost,
You have been lost for years now...
Something hisses these perplexing words
Over the harsh wind.
Was that meant to galvanize me?
Or was it a sneery retort from my mind?
There is that shrilly voice again:
Perhaps you should give the scroll a message...
Ha! what message have I to give?
I am lost, I am nothing, I am in the middle of nowhere
Looking for the guidance I was sent to receive!
I lay on the grizzle snow beneath me,
And peer up into the velvet, Dark sky.
Little stars begin to twinkle, and I think that they are
Trying to play with my mind... So, I let them
Like a mother lets her child toy around with her emotions
I feel myself enlightened, And somehow -As if by miracle -A message begins to appear on the glassy surface of the scroll.
I look at it, And I see the reflection of myself,
The story of my lifetime, And the decrees to my future...
Somehow,
In the middle of nowhere,
I realize that I cannot be found by anyone
Other than myself -No matter if I stand in the middle of New York city
Or the outskirts of no-man's land.
...
I wake up with a start,
Sweating like a waterfall,
Though it feels as if I'm standing in Siberia,
Or perhaps on the tippy-tip border of Alaska...
I dare say the air on my skin is like that of the Arctic...

Inspired by "A Scroll" by dm Spaulding
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Second Place: Youth Poetry

A Scroll
by Leila A. Martinez, age 10

I look out, out at the horizon;
I see, I see materials,
scattered like trash on the shore,
rope, bamboo, vines, stones, leaves;
and much much more!
I think, think of what I could make;
I see oil stains held together in rope,
like a knot around paper.
I build, I build a scroll!
With all natural materials I build.
Rolled out on a platform;
I see, I see a scroll!
In the scroll there is a painting;
a painting that is marbled,
marbled with many colors!
I can see it, I can see it in a museum;
Everyone, everyone surrounding it,
looking at it, looking closely at it,
Like a hawk surrounding its prey!
“A Scroll!”

Inspired by "A Scroll" by dm Spaulding
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Third Place: Youth Poetry

What Could it be
by Baker Carlisle, age 11

This scroll what could it be
Napoleon's plans for extended siege
King Arthur's first valid decree
Maybe an object of power that produces holograms
Could it be an ancient tribal mending spell
Ooor maybe a complex aztec alphabet.
It's like it could be all of them
But its only one
Which one
We may never know
We can guess but we aren't sure
We never will be unless
The dead owner comes back alive
Until then we will guess
We will try
This scroll what could it be
The magna carta
Maybe the bill of rights
I would love for it to be one of these
But (sigh) it's probably just art

Inspired by "A Scroll" by dm Spaulding
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First Place: Youth Fiction

The Mind
of a Deep Thinker
by Rylie Hanna, age 11
In the blink of an eye I was thrown into the water.
The pleasure beating me further into the sea. No matter
how hard I tried (and believe me I tried) to swim, I just
couldn’t. I dreaded reaching the bottom. I didn’t. Reach
the bottom I mean. I just kept falling. I couldn’t breathe
either. I was just left with the awful feeling you get when
you’ve held your breath for too long. It was torture to
not lose consciousness, but still be drowning.
As I sank I noticed an empty feeling wash over me.
I couldn’t remember a single thing about what was
happening outside of what was happening to me. All
I knew was the darkness and the water sensation …
and Me? Who was I? Did I have a family? Were they
missing me right now? Where was I? Could I get back?
Where was there to go back to? Would I be stuck here
forever? Stuck where forever?
Before my mind could wander anymore, random
things like lockets and picture frames began rising just
as I was falling. As I looked at the curios little gadgets I
began feeling a million memories fill me up like a glass
of water. Fear, happiness, anger, grief and confusion
swirled through me. It was so overwhelming I couldn’t
think of anything else even if I wanted to. Every family
member, lie, and mistake held tight on to my attention.
At this point I seemed to have stopped falling. I felt
as though I was just awkwardly hovering as I slowly lost
my mind. When I think about it, it would have looked
really weird to a stand byer.
If I hadn’t been so distracted I think I would have
noticed the the creeping shadow behind me. I finally

noticed it stalking when it had gotten a bit closer. It had
no shape, no color, and no movement but yet it moved.
It moved in the strangest way. The only reason I knew it
was, (moving that is) is because I would remember that
I saw it in a completely different place before. I realize
that doesn’t make much sense. It’s such a funny thing,
how something can make clear sense to somebody but
to someone else it makes no sense at all.
You may grow tired of the mystery and me not telling
you exactly what's going on. You may not realize the
beauty in writings like these. I’ll tell you that this place
I was in in this story isn’t fictional. This “odd sea” is the
truest anything can get. Overwhelming, maybe but true.
The shadow krept closer and closer. It resembled
time in a way. How it slowly creeps away without you
knowing. It got a bit closer and disappeared for a split
second and then before I knew it it was right in front of
me.
I swear my mind gets the best of me sometimes.

Inspired by "Artlife" by Joe Cardella
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Second Place: Youth Fiction

A Tale from the
Bottom of the Ocean
by Julia Cherrie, age 11
There was once a lonely squid that lived at the bottom
of the ocean. He cried so often,you would think he made
the sea out of his tears. He was sick to his stomach with
loneliness.
One day he saw irregular objects slowly drifting to
the ocean floor. He assumed the objects came from the
world above. As soon as the objects hit the ocean floor
one of the objects seemed to greet him.
It said, ”I am the crystal ball, this is the pearl bracelet,
and the silver star. We need to be guarded from great
evil. We think you would be best with your powerful
tentacles”
The squid was confused,he was speechless,not a
single word dared to come out of his mouth. Then the
squid replied ”Why me, I’m not special, I’m not strong, I’m
weak,nobody is frightened of me! I am the one who is
afraid!”
No matter what the crystal ball believed in him.The
crystal ball explained to the squid that he was not strong
by muscle,but by heart. As the crystal ball explained more
the squid began to believe in himself more and finally
he accepted the challenge to help the objects to protect
them from the great evil that lurked around the objects. The
squid asked the crystal ball why the great evil want them.
The crystal ball ball did not answer. The crystal ball spoke
and said that he needed to wait for the great evil. So the
squid waited and waited for days and weeks. The crystal
ball started to explain how the days will be like waiting
for the evil. It said as the great evil gets closer to arriving
more sea animals will leave ,and the sea plants will slowly
die,and lastly the ocean will get darker.

Then the day came. The ocean was pitch dark, it was
extremely cold,the ocean was motionless,dead. Then
the squid felt a sharp pain in his back. He turned. There
he saw his blood floating around him,and the most ugly,
horrible, despicable looking monster he ever seen in his
life. It had sharp pointy teeth, the size as two huge blue
whales, en eel like body shape, glowing eyes, and spike
all over its slimy body. The monster began abusing the
squid by slapping him with his tail, piercing though the
squid's body making the squid bleed all over. The squid
tried to fight back,but he couldn’t. The squid began to
die. As soon as the squid died he began to slowly sink
to the bottom of the ocean. As soon as he hit the ocean
floor the plants grew back,the ocean became bright and
the animals returned, the great evil began to fade away.
What the crystal ball didn't tell the squid the great evil
didn’t come to get the objects, it came to kill the squid.
The End

Inspired by "Artlife" by Joe Cardella
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Third Place: Youth Fiction

Humanity
by Joe Rose, age 11
Once, a long, long, time ago, there was a dying
star, giving off a harsh, golden light. At one point it was
so fiery and molten, that it exploded. And with that
explosion, a single object, a remnant of the star, hurtled
down to earth. It was spikey, fiery, chained, and tortured.
Anyone who came near heard whispering, “Come closer.
I will heal you, I am open to all.”
Many tried to free the magical Bag, for they all would
certainly like to be healed. But no one ever did. The
misleading Bag bound everyone who tried to free it to its
pain and suffering. The only way someone could release

The man smiled. It was a miracle. He felt rejuvenated.

this bag was to have suffered the amount of loss and

His wife and children had come back. Everything he

torture it had. Finally, one day, there was a man who had

had ever lost came back to him that day. He was once

lost everything.

again content, just when he thought all was lost. It was

He lost his wife and children in a fatal car crash. He
lost his identity and his fortune, and was plummeted into
grief. He thought he would never smile again, so he

as though he had been transported into a universe with
no pain or suffering, just happiness and love.
And he was correct. All who had been bound to the

decided that he would try, for he truly had nothing to lose.

Bag were set free, and for the first time, everything was

And he was the one. He had been through so much, and

peaceful. No war, no fights or arguments, just peace.

suffered so greatly, that he could match the Bag. And the

Peace… Peace… Peace…

Bag was true to its word.

Inspired by "Medicine Bag" by Robert C. Eyeberg
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First Place: Teen Poetry

Healing
by Macy Li, age 13
once
when we were young and broken
breath sweetened by slick summer sweat
running wild through the flowers of our imagination
and the overgrown ferns that hid our pain
the elixir of youth dripping from our chins
we learned to believe that
love
only love
could heal our brokenness
and mend our hearts.
when we were older
when summertime nights
became suffocating
when the heat that once cloaked us and
healed us
now lit our burning tears on fire
when the cracks in us have long split open
swallowing those ferns that once masked pain
we rip away the wildflowers
and show them our hearts.

we cry out emotion
empty the pain
each droplet shining golden
a crystal filled
with heartbreak
and raw emotion
fresh from our hearts
a crystal tinged
with orange for hope
and purple for the innocence
still left in us.
we bind our crystallized tears
twisting bitter metal
messy, poking out like knives
guarding this glowing warmth
until winter
our secret medicine
because healing comes from
the heart.

Inspired by "Medicine Bag" by Robert C. Eyeberg
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Second Place: Teen Poetry

The Five Senses
by Clarissa Lesky, age 14
Oh, medicine bag,
Have you seen the dead?
I wish to know your story,
The black, ethereal wisdom that you lock within your
golden heart
The deep, never-ending emotion that you hide within your
breast
And the tears that you shed when a man whispers his final,
closing breath.
Oh, medicine bag,
Have you touched life?
I wish to experience the love you feel,
The deep, unconditional love that
Spreads from your soft, willowy fingers to the hollows of
your soul, Assuaging the grief and pain that lies there Forever a boulder hovering over a teeming lake of hope.
Oh, medicine bag,
Have you inhaled the scent of prosperity?
Let it tickle inside the hollows of your hidden nose,
Let it float in delicate curlicues and lustrous whirls Let it fill you with the days of felicity and joy
That can only subsist with this goddess of success?
Oh, medicine bag,
Have you tasted the poison of war?
Tasted it, spit it out, and where your spit fell
Lied the white poppy flower of peace and hope?
Its petals curving in divine elegance
As if holding up the weight of the heavens themselves,
Its stem dawning out from the black and charred Earth,
As evergreen as a newborn tree?

Oh, faithful medicine bag,
Have you tasted the nectar of the Gods?
The smooth, golden ambrosia that invigorates the senses,
Ceases your mortality,
And bestows upon you the gift of eternal life?
A gift that mortal men ostracize as a curse,
Yet yearn for in their deepest fantasy?
Medicine bag,
Is this why you stand before me now?
Tall, proud,
And not weary from your many trials?
Is this the secret to your ethereal wisdom,
The absence of your human grief and pain,
And the cause of the stain of fortune upon your leathery brow?And finally,
Is ambrosia the source of the everlasting poppy,
In which you protect with devoted affection,
That lies within your teeming lake of hope?

Inspired by "Medicine Bag" by Robert C. Eyeberg
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TIE: Third Place: Teen Poetry

Blood Runs Deep
by Sophia Green, age 14
Your stitches hold myself
It is you that keep me captive, health
You have sewn me into the great abyss
You would never admit to this
Holding on to me with forced grips
Crimson drops on the hard floor
As you watch and adore
You are a carnivore
Where is the love you have promised

Has left me broken

Where is the loyalty in your omission
Do you realize you use me like ammunition?

You have won the great fight
What you don’t realize is I will take flight
I will be gone from you with all my might

You have sewn me into the great abyss
You would never admit to this
Holding on to me with forced grips
Or is the running trails
Of bloody veils
That allows you to put my coffin to rest with one last nail
Your ability to dehumanize me
Don’t you see
There is no more glee
You have sewn me into the great abyss
You would never admit to this
Holding on to me with forced grips
My smiles fade more often
Due to the last nail in my coffin
Wishing for your approach to soften

But how can I ever go
When you have sewn me into the great abyss
Never to admit to this
Holding on to me with forced grips
As soon as I break your stitches
Reclaiming my wishes
The blood dare keep me here
As it oozes from the tear
My death draws near
It is true, you must let the wishes steep?
That wishes will not hold and keep
Because blood runs deep

Inspired by "Medicine Bag" by Robert C. Eyeberg
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TIE: Third Place: Teen Poetry

Encased
by Michael Magee, age 16

This heart of mine has suffered much
It has been sutured
Chained up
Restricted to the same space for all its life
Yet it still glows
It beams with delight
And beats with a stubborn vehemence
Even I
Cannot understand
Much is expected of my heart

Much like a traveler

It must maintain its status,

From an ancient and antique land

As the center of my being

My heart boasts of its accomplishments

Epitomizing passion throughout my system

“Look at what I’ve done!”

A pillar of strength in my bodily community

It bellows

So, why must it fracture so easily?

“My efforts have kept this human alive for years!”

At times, when I give up

I know when

The concept of life too hard to comprehend

The inevitability of my death

My heart beats on

Comes knocking

It lives for me

That my heart will struggle and try its best

Even with those sutures

Even after all those years of thumping

That barely hold it together

It will want to keep playing its song

Even with those chains

This prideful heart of mine

Suspending it in blank space,

Will keep wanting to glow

It glows

From now, to my death, and the beautiful beat at last silenced

Inspired by "Medicine Bag" by Robert C. Eyeberg
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First Place: Teen Fiction

A Peek into Madness
by Katelynn McDonald, age 17

To Mr. Richardson, my psychiatrist. The only person who ever listened.
Before my grandfather died, he built his wife a chair. It was a whimsical,
peculiar piece of furniture. The wooden legs and back were bent and wiggly;
all shaped like a wonky ‘S’. The seat was made of a deep purple leather that
felt bumpy to the touch. When I first saw it, I was immediately reminded of Alice
in Wonderland. My mother found this connection somewhat alarming when we
moved into my grandmother’s house. My grandma had been sent to a psychiatric
hospital because she believed passionately in Wonderland and all its creatures.
Well. . . I suppose it more likely had to do with her trying to do away with herself
by putting arsenic in her tea. Grandma had stated before being sent away that
she wanted to stay in her newfound Wonderland forever. I didn’t like to think about
my grandma that way. I wanted to pretend that our family wasn’t troubled and that I had a grandmother who baked me
cookies and told me funny stories. I wanted to pretend that when we first moved in to her house to clean up and sell it, I
wasn’t tormented by nightmares of my troubled relative and the chair that seemed to swallow up the atmosphere of her
living room.
I don’t quite understand why I started going to the living room at night. Perhaps I wanted to try and understand my
grandmother. But once I looked at the chair, I could hardly look away. It was hypnotizing. My eyes became unfocused
and night by night, I started to see things. My vision would become blurry and my head would swim. I saw strange
images; top hats, teacups, toothy grins. . . until the one night when I stayed longer than usual. The night where my vision
finally cleared. It started out the ‘normal’ way every night before did: with my blurred vision and unusual glimpses of
colorful objects. But after what must’ve been hours, I could finally see clearly. I stood at the head of a long, winding
table. It was stacked with teapots, plates, sweets and an abundance of other things. Sitting around it, were the friends
I had heard my grandmother talk to for years. The Mad Hatter, the March Hare, the Cheshire Cat, and the Dormouse.
They smiled at me widely with far too many teeth. Their eyes were mad. My chest felt full and my hands shook. Hatter
gestured to that all too familiar chair I stood in front of and said, “You’re just in time. Sit. Drink some tea. We’ve been
waiting for you.”.
And when I looked back at him, my mind was clean of all sanity. My eyes widened, and I grinned so hard my
cheeks burned. I was home at last.

Inspired by "Nue Chair" by John Suttman
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Second Place: Teen Fiction

Shadows of the Shipwreck
by Penelope (Penny) Duran, age 17

A beachcomber – walks upon the colorful seaside powder as the morning sun
begins to sing. As he approaches the shoreline where the waters kiss the sand,
he spots a trove of castaway trinkets too valuable to have been tossed aside by
careless tourists. They shine with the value they bore their previous owners, whom
fate brought to forever rest on the ocean floor.
A star – glimmers smooth and silver, still pristine even after having been pulled under by roaring waves. Given to a
little girl by her father, it was to help her navigate life when he was no longer there. She took it with her on her journey
across the sea, to lead her across the waves like the stars above had guided sailors past. It slipped from her hand
when the blanket of blue covered her. She then began a mysterious adventure to the next world.
A necklace – of dainty round pearls shines as brightly as the sun overhead. An old woman, far too frail to travel
abroad the mountain of a ship white as marble, gave to her grandson her most valuable possession. A part of her
could make it to the other shore. The young man dutifully wore the necklace around his sturdy neck. Neither the
grandmother nor the grandson made it to the intended strand, but by way of the necklace, they reached a new land.
A medallion – golden and gleaming, its owner hadn’t wanted to give it up. Yet, she did so she could pay the fare.
The kind gentleman to whom she surrendered it saw the sorrow in her eyes as she handed it to him. He promised
he would save it until she could redeem it. This promise helped her persist and grasp the piece of driftwood when
the storm conquered the once majestic ship. If she were to join the beachcomber, perhaps she would recover the
medallion.
A marble – painted in a murky brown, making it resemble a perfect pebble. The beachcomber tenderly picks up the
tiny treasure and cradles it in his hand. He thinks of his little brother who had perished beneath the waves and how
they used to play marbles for hours.
A shadow – beneath every item of the lost, each treasure a dark silhouette of the people to whom they belonged.
As the beachcomber collects each artifact, he contemplates the stories of the lost and what these tokens meant to
them. In the wake of the darkness wrought by the shipwreck, the beachcomber’s heart fills with light as a fatigued
figure crawls ashore.

Inspired by "Artlife" by Joe Cardella
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Third Place: Teen Fiction

Phoenix
by Alanna Meyers, age 16
On my way to school one day, I walked by an
alleyway as always, but I couldn’t help but notice that
there was a strange sound, that was almost mechanical.
It grew louder as I crept closer. I looked down the alley
and saw nothing unusual, I walked slowly and cautiously
down the alley, not entirely sure what I was looking for.
Some machine, maybe? I searched quickly and found
nothing, just when I was about to call it quits, the sound
was right next to me behind a wooden pallet that had
been leaned against the wall.
I moved the pallet and saw a medium-sized robot
animal. I could tell immediately that the thing had been
broken in some nasty way because it was missing a front
leg, and one of its ears was half missing. Worn down
and rusted, the thing was tossed at the back of an alley,
then buried under wooden pallets. Before I knew what
I was doing, I pulled on the robotic animal to stand it
upright. I looked around me for a part that looked like a
dog’s left leg. I looked for about four minutes and found
something that looked somewhat like a leg and attacked
it. I couldn’t do anything about the ear, but it looked
better.

than how I left him. I looked at him and his eyes opened.
They shone a bright turquoise color, and they were
staring straight into mine. While he was in better lighting I
saw a name tag hanging down from his neck, “Phoenix.”

I left the alley feeling like I had walked into something
other than an alley; maybe a lair? I shook the thought
and went to school. I had a normal day of school and
was walking home with my best friend and we walked
by the alley the dog was down. I told her to go on
ahead,

I stepped back and waited, holding my breath.
Phoenix stepped out of the alley, looked around, looked
at me, and wagged his tail.

“Everything okay Alanna?”
“Just need to tie my shoe.”
She turned and walked down to the corner looked
back for a second then continued. I jumped up and ran
back to the alley and saw the dog in a different place

“Phoenix, is it?”
The amazing dog lifted his ears and tipped his head
to the side. I lifted my hand, he took a step forward on
the leg I had replaced. It looked like it had, grown onto
the dog. He smelled my hand but didn’t move.
“Don’t worry, I’m not gonna hurt you. Come on out.”

“Come on, let’s go home and get you cleaned up.”
I said running my hand down his strong metal back.
Two days later we had a tight bond between us. He has
shown me many things I would never have seen without
him, and I did everything I could to keep him safe.
“Let’s see what’s down this way, Phoenix.”

Inspired by "A Scroll" by dm Spaulding
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TIE: First Place: Adult Poetry

Cinder
by Joe Amaral

You furnish your parts toward eternity;
Great or small, you furnish your parts toward the soul.
—Walt Whitman
In every heart we carry
cross-stitched barbs:
daggers to defend from
fearful exsanguinate.
A rucksack organ with
vascular holes to gather,
seep and spurt outflows
of blood and wasteful love.
The speared parts darken
as bruises petrify edges.
What is the shape of grief
but a single, glowing ember?
We tend our guarded souls
the way dormant volcanoes
hide their true light inside:
fractal rock waiting to expulse.

Inspired by "Medicine Bag" by Robert C. Eyeberg
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TIE: First Place: Adult Poetry

Scroll
by Tressa Brittin Berman

We are bound by our words
gilded with effortless folds
knotted to the wall and
mounted in scrolls of intent
We intend the wind,
try to capture its currents
even as we predict the patina
of precious metals wrought by
the tempest's hand
We try to pin down form
seeing what we need to see
We are bound by our deeds
carving sutras in stone
as if inscription and
repetition could carry us
off the frame
out of time
feel the bend in the knees of balance
forget the wordless parchment
arrive in the world of things, boundless

Inspired by "A Scroll" by dm Spaulding
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Second Place: Adult Poetry

Treasure
by Lucy Diamond

I plunge into the deep blue sea to
find a treasure chest of mystery
And as I come upon the scattered stash…all strewn upon the watery ash…
Of debris of dreams
and spare parts of hearts…miles and miles from sailors’ charts…
In and amongst this small startling find…are riches of a different kind….
The stories that were left behind….of lovers oh so beautiful gone…and yet all that’s
gone yet goes on and on….
Once again as these wonders rest buried deeper than my curious quest … with aged
pearls and beads afar……
And salt-soaked wood and a tattered star
But I want to say for whomever I speak and that life in the liquid for whomever I
seek….
The love and hurt, the celebration, the pain, the warmth of the sun, the soft summer
rain….remain in every bit of it….my mind only wonders from where I sit….in each
and every single story in every object in all it’s glory….
And oh would I have loved to have heard straight from the mouths of how it
occurred…..all these tales of long ago embedded in those objects way below….
As that longing is an aching that will forever last…..that searching for the truth
locked up in remnants of times past.

Inspired by "Artlife" by Joe Cardella
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Third Place: Adult Poetry

Barefoot Before this Scroll
by Christie Johnson
Barefoot,
Is the way to enter sacred Presence
And art that is offered as a gift.
I step out of busy, deafening time
Into the holy ground of Timeless Now.
Here I am...
Present to this scroll
Listening...
Ready for conversation.
On the card it says:
A Scroll by dm Spaulding
Rope
Patinaed Copper
Oiled Fabric
On wood 1997
I like this.
A wood frame gives support
But does not confine
The polished copper scroll gleams
In waves and rolls far beyond its frame
It suggests a life
(Dark and light)
Ordered well
Acceptance, Artistry
Motion and stillness
Balance, structure, patience, skill
Thank you dear author of this scroll,
It's lovely, truly lovely.
A Question or two.

Shouldn't a scroll have words of ponderable wisdom?
Or perhaps this is an open invitation to reflect
On the counsels of our own heart?
Like walking a labyrinth.
One part thinking,
Another part thinking about what we are thinking.
A dialogue within, may lead t a center of deeper awareness.
Can one read an unwritten scroll?
Deepest calls to Deep.
The Artist of our soul,
Calls us to Holy Ground with Promises.
Broken bits, scattered pieces, tarnished fragments,
By grace,
May be framed, assembled, fitted, polished
Into life that gleams and moves.
Yielding,
We revel, in Artistry of The Great Artist!
With astonishment, we exclaim!
How lovely, truly lovely,
Dear Author of my scroll!
Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah!
Henceforth,
May I be,
Barefoot all the days of my life.
Inspired by "A Scroll" by dm Spaulding
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First Place: Adult Fiction

The Shine
of Lost Things
by Zoe Murdock
Mrs. Blythe smiles at the morning sun and rolls out
of bed. She puts on her pink slippers and heads out
the door for her walk. After the rain last night, the air is
cool and smells of flowering jasmine. The shimmering
shine of the newly washed leaves makes her think about
diamonds. She kisses her wedding ring and steps into the
street. The young couple next door are out on their porch
rocking in their chairs like they’re a hundred years old.
The young man waves. “Morning, Mrs. Blythe. Isn’t it
kind of chilly to only be wearing your nightgown?”
Mrs. Blythe narrows her eyes and focuses on the
street straight ahead. She hears a flock of loud birds
chittering in the top branches of an oak tree and stops
to scold them for being so loud. When she looks down,
she sees a sparkle in the dirt of the gutter. “Oh my. It’s that
silver star I used to make wishes on as a child.” She grabs
it and puts it in her pocket.
She turns the corner and goes along, humming the old
song about flying over the rainbow. She stops to touch
the bright yellow bloom of a daffodil and hears someone
singing the words to her song. It’s Bill, over in the garden,
leaning on his hoe. “What are you doing there, Bill?” She
goes to give him a hug and a kiss.
He pushes her away. “Sorry, Mrs. Blythe. I’m not
Bill. Your Bill left this world some time ago. Don’t you
remember?”

She flaps her hand at him and goes back to the street
where she spots a pile of dead leaves and old dried-up
oranges. She gives them a kick, and is about to keep
going, but something shiny and white catches her eye.
When she pulls it out of the leaves, she realizes it’s the
pearl necklace her mother gave her when she graduated
from high school. “Now, isn’t that something. I thought I
lost that the night of the prom.”
She shuffles along holding the necklace tight against
her chest, remembering how handsome Bill looked in
his tuxedo and how they kissed half the night in the back
seat of his old Chevy. Not paying attention, she steps
on something hard and yelps. “Will, you look at that.
It’s Daddy’s gold police badge. Now, how did that get
there?” She picks it up and puts it in her pocket. “Daddy’s
going to be so mad when he hears where I found it.”
She notices a bunch of sparkly green twine in
someone’s trash barrel and can’t resist. She takes a quick
look around, then grabs it. She wraps the twine around
and around her hair and ties it in a knot with the loose
ends sticking up. She must look just like that gorgeous
peacock at the zoo.
She lets out a loud squawk and struts around in the
sun, making her plume shine.

Inspired by "Artlife" by Joe Cardella
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Second Place: Adult Fiction

Wishes
by Rachel Schmidt
It is a matter of common sense that when a genie appears and asks what you
most desire, one answers the following: “Unlimited wishes.” Children are considered
oh-so-bright when saying those two simple words, and adults – jaded by the test
of time – are thought of as foolish if they don't speak that phrase when asked the
hypothetical question.
Marilyn held the scroll in her hands. Its edges, chipped and marred with bluish
spots, reflected the dim light. It had been found in her grandfather's attic, hidden
away between dusty antiques and moldy cardboard boxes, abandoned.
Her grandfather hadn't known what the scroll could do. But she did.
She opened it. It made a dull, creaking sound, like a rusty hinge. Flakes of rust fell off and floated like gold leaf onto
her sandals. A line began snaking its way across the metal parchment. Cold. Black. Dripping.
“What do you wish for?” it wrote in clearest ink.
Marilyn exhaled. So it did what she knew it would do. But having it happen right before her eyes was more
extraordinary than any historical text she had read, or the astronomical amounts of money being offered in the 'Wanted
– Reward' advertisements she'd seen popping up in local papers. For a long, hard moment, she only stared. The ticking
attic clocks seemed to slow. Her heart pounded in her chest. How much her life was about to change.
She paused. The dust, piled on the tops of the boxes, shone like freshly fallen snow. The lone bulb above her head
flickered. Still, the scroll continued to wait. With it, one person could have all the power in the world. One wish and it
would be gone, expended, but at the utterance of 'unlimited wishes', it would remain for all eternity, answering time and
time again to her beck and call.
No.
Marilyn spoke. “I wish for nothing at all.”
The scroll ripped itself apart, piece by piece, metal flake by metal flake, until it was nothing more than warm embers
in her hands.

Inspired by "A Scroll" by dm Spaulding
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Third Place: Adult Fiction

The Coil of Ribbon with Untold
Stories Yet to Tell
by Shirley Ouchi

A three masted ship set sail for adventure, her crew ready for wonders they
soon will uncover. A buckle of copper, wound around the bowsprit, was a glinting
witness and now holds every story that has passed its reflective face.
If now you stand before the copper scroll you can see that it is held by one
ship’s rope, cut into three, to represent the three masted ship that carried it. The
braided rope on top, with its unbreakable knots on both ends, is a symbol of the
resilient bravery and comradery of her crew.
To see the stories from the scroll’s past all one has to do is to look at its surface
and you will see before you not only the faces of the crew, but also stories of their
many adventures.
It had fallen down to the depths, to the very bottom of the ocean, with the
copper ribbon in hand, a crewman struggled to cut his way free from the spiraling
body of a sea monster. And up to the tallest mountain it was used to shear a giant
nest to free one egg that fed the entire crew. The ship’s pet lion shows his face, too.
He was a gift from a prince.
The stories flow like water, but they are all there for all to see and continue to
collect new stories everyday. Reflected back to you can be your own hopes and
dreams, your past and potential future. Take a closer look, it is an adventure.

Inspired by "A Scroll" by dm Spaulding
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Art Tales Curator

Art Tales Curator
Tobie Roach

About the
2019 Art Tales Contest

As curator of this year’s Art Tales Writing
Contest, I say “thank you” to the 77 writers,
ages 7 and beyond, who took up the
challenge of composing poems or short
fiction inspired by the four works of art I
had the honor of selecting.

The contest, open to writers everywhere, attracted youth, teen
and adult writers who submitted 77 works of short fiction and
poems. Each submission was inspired by works of art from the City
of Ventura's Municipal Art Collection created by artists Joe Cardella,
Robert C. Eyeberg, John Suttman and dm Spaulding. On display at
City Hall, the artworks selected honored this year’s theme, “Objects
of Curious Happenstance.”

I am also grateful to the many teachers
who continue to support creative writing
in our city by encouraging their students to
participate in the contest.
We may not consider it, or even think
twice, but do you ever stop and ponder the
curious and whimsical things we encounter
throughout our day?
Our Municipal Art Collection is filled
with such wonder. Thank you for taking on
the challenge of creating a story or poem
inspired by these "Objects of CuriousHappenstance".
– Tobie Roach, Art Tales Curator

Thank you to the teachers from Ventura County who encouraged
their students to enter the contest and taught the “Art Tales” lesson
plan in their classrooms. The submissions in the youth category really
stood out, with incredible talent pouring off the pages.
The quality of the contest entries was outstanding and made it
difficult for the judges to choose this year's winners. We would like to
extend our thanks to the 4 literary judges who volunteered their time
in support of this contest:
• Dolly Knight, Library Advisory Commission Chair
• John Logue, Ventura County Playwright
• Richard Newsham, Ventura Poet
• Marieanne Quiroz, Ventura Unified School District
Communications Coordinator
The judges received “blind” entries identified only by:
1.

A number

2.

The artwork that inspired it

3.

The prose or poetry category

Thank you to everyone who submitted such expressive poems and
stories. The literary creativity was impressive and really showcased
the talent in our community.
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Artist
ArtistBiographies
Biographies
The following artists’ work were the inspiration for this year’s Art Tales. They are part of the City
of Ventura’s Municipal Art Collection on display at City Hall.
Joe Cardella (b. 1945)
Art/Life, vol. 20, Number 11, Issue No. 221, 20th Anniversary
Issue, 2001, mixed media volume.
After earning a BFA degree in Design from Syracuse University School of Art and
participating as an active member of the experimental art community in New York
City during the early 1970s, Joe Cardella relocated to Santa Barbara where he
failed to find a similar niche for himself in the local art community. A conceptual and progressive artist, Cardella catalyzed his frustrated need to connect and
dialogue with other like-minded artists into Art/Life. He says, “Art/Life is not meant
to be a monologue, but a conversation among creative people, all of whom are
vital, interested, and alive.” This “conversation” manifests itself each month into a
bound limited edition volume in which each page displays an original poem or
a work of art fashioned from a diverse array of media and reproduced by hand.
As publisher/editor/contributor, Joe Cardella arranges the pages into a cohesive
whole, establishing striking and perceptive patterns. Since its inception in 1981,
Art/Life has evolved into one of the longest continually published art/literature
periodicals in the world, enjoying an international audience. Many prestigious
institutions such as New York’s Museum of Modern Art, Boston Museum of Fine Art,
and the Getty Trust collect the volumes.

Robert C. Eyberg (b. 1949)
Mayor’s Arts Award – Medicine Bag, 2005
Robert Eyberg has been a professional artist since his graduation from the University of Nebraska with a bachelor’s degree in fine art in 1972. For years, Eyberg
exhibited three dimensional color field painting in several galleries in New York.
By 1977, he moved his studio to Ventura and began receiving commissions for
stained glass work. After studying glass blowing techniques at Pilchuk School in
Washington, Eyberg began to blow glass in order to give a sculptural dimension
to his flat glass panels. Eyberg has exhibited widely in New York and Southern
California galleries and has received numerous awards for his work.
In 2005 the City of Ventura commissioned Robert Eyberg to create artwork to be
presented as awards for the Mayor’s Arts Awards. One of these limited edition
works has been added to the permanent collection.
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Artist Biographies

dm Spaulding (1929-2012)
A Scroll, 1997, rope, patinaed copper, oiled fabric on wood.
Originally a sculptor of bronze figures, dm Spaulding has evolved into an artist
who assembles his sculptures using found objects such as rope, thin metal and
other assorted detritus. He elegantly combines these pieces into works of art that,
as a whole, stir unique images, trigger unexpected metaphorical associations,
and provoke reflection. He explains, “My art is sculpture. It communicates through
tactile shapes and human-warmed materials, which have been in dialogue with
our hand and eye before this human age began. Ropes, bamboo, and rawhide,
copper, vines, and chains, stones, oiled fabric, tea-leaves, enduring bronzes and
temporal papers coated with our complexions to give us a self-image.”
dm Spaulding’s work was greatly influenced by living in Japan, where he worked
as a teacher and school principal for 18 years. His use of the Japanese aesthetic,
which uniquely employs the use of “positive” and “negative” space, has created a
provocative complexity in his work. He has exhibited widely in California, Japan,
New York and Connecticut.

John Suttman (b. 1955)
Neu Chair (#4 of 10), 2005, painted steel.
Artist John Suttman’s elegant and imaginative metal furniture asks viewers to
rethink the appearance of functional items. Beginning with classical and traditional motifs and patterns, Suttman, literally, bends familiar shapes into contemporary,
one-of–a-kind or limited edition works. The design of these sophisticated and
often whimsical works does not always begin with a clear plan and, in fact, often
includes intuitive forging sessions whereby the spontaneous, early shaping of the
steel suggests the direction for the work. Suttman’s Neu Chair, which takes a seat
on the playful edge of contemporary art, is deceptively sturdy, and, in fact, entirely
functional. What appears to be the graceful organic fragility of this steel structure
is an illusion created through the use of an age-old patina technique designed to
leave the impression of antique wood.
John Suttman, who studied fine arts at the University of New Mexico and apprenticed for the distinguished American sculptor Paul Suttman, is the former owner/
designer of a production jewelry company. His art furniture and decorative ironwork have been exhibited nationally and can be found in numerous public and
private collections.
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The City of Ventura

Municipal

Art

Collection

In May of 1999, the City Council established the Municipal
Art Acquisition Program to document the history of visual art in
Ventura through the purchase of important works of art created
of the highest quality and of distinctive merit through its display
in the public areas of City Hall and other municipal buildings.
Featured artworks must be created by artists residing in Ventura

Catherine Day Barroca

by area artists. The collection provides increased access to art

County or who have made a direct contribution to the history of

Norman Kirk

Leonard Poteshman

art in Ventura County.

5•19

Christine Brennan

This document
is available in
alternate formats
by calling
805-658-4726 or
by contacting the
California Relay
Service.

John Nichols

For more information please visit
www.cityofventura.ca.gov/publicart or call 805-658-4793.

Cheryl Ann Thomas

Ventura’s Municipal Art Collection is exhibited in
City Hall, 501 Poli Street during regular business hours.

